Calorimetric determination of cooperative interactions in high affinity binding processes.
It is demonstrated that isothermal titration calorimetry can be used to determine cooperative interaction energetics even for extremely tight binding processes in which the binding affinity constants are beyond the limits of experimental determination. The approach is based on the capability of calorimetry to measure the apparent binding enthalpy at any degree of ligand saturation. When calorimetric measurements are performed under conditions of total association at partial saturation, the dependence of the apparent binding enthalpy on the degree of saturation is a function only of the cooperative binding interactions. The method developed in this paper allows an independent estimation of cooperative energetic parameters without the need to simultaneously estimate or precisely know the value of the association constants. Since total ligand association at partial saturation is achieved only at macromolecular concentrations much larger than the dissociation constants, the method is especially suited for high and very high affinity processes. Biological associations in this category include fundamental cellular processes like cell surface receptor binding or protein-DNA interactions.